MSCI Hedge Fund Crowding
Measuring crowding in hedge funds to understand their impact on risk in the market

Measuring hedge fund positioning and potential crowding around stocks is of interest to many institutional
investors. However, obtaining high quality, robust and timely information on hedge fund positioning has been
difficult, as well as identifying high conviction positions among these funds.

Crowded trades can present challenges, including:

Benefits and features

•

•
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Liquidity risk: potential for large drawdowns when

Position level information on equity exposures

investors liquidate similar positions at the same time due

aggregated and anonymized hedge fund data from the

to other events

MSCI HedgePlatform (HP) service

Crowded names may generate positive returns for long

•

Aggregated long, short and net hedge fund portfolios

periods of time (as the crowd builds up)

•

Conviction metrics allowing subscribers to measure

Market efficiency: risk premium may suffer when a

hedge fund crowding at position level across various

strategy is crowded

dimensions

Similar alpha strategies, portfolio construction

•

Unique, proprietary data source derived as a subset of HP

processes, and risk policies can contribute to crowding

•

Timely and accurate, MSCI Hedge Fund Crowding has

Understanding the asset ownership structure provides a

both short and long positions

direct way to measure crowding. The holdings of hedge funds
are important in understanding crowding risks since hedge
funds are highly active.

Hedge Fund Crowding with Form 13 F
MSCI Hedge Fund Crowding leverages HedgePlatform, a unique, proprietary data source that provides additional transparency
compared to the publicly available U.S. Form 13F filings.
•

MSCI Hedge Fund Crowding has short holdings data which is not available in 13F

•

13F is reported quarterly while the Hedge Fund Crowding dataset is monthly

•

Hedge Fund Crowding provides global coverage (covering ~90% i.e. 7000+ securities from MSCI ACWI IMI Universe)
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MSCI HedgePlatform
For almost 20 years, MSCI HedgePlatform has helped investors better manage their investments using analytics calculated on the
position-level holding of each fund. With HedgePlatform clients can analyze portfolio risks across multiple dimensions to confirm
they align with expectations; identify crowded investment themes; see which funds contribute to or reduce risks while offering the
transparency through a third party and an independent view that still preserves the anonymity of the alternative managers they
allocate with. As asset owners increasingly allocate to alternative investments, HedgePlatform has grown to over $2T in assets under
management and ~1,400 funds.
The service has three components:
•

HedgePlatform collects holdings data of hedge funds directly from administrators

•

The positions are modeled in the state-of-the-art RiskMetrics system

•

Analyze funds, individually and in aggregate, using standardized analytics.

About MSCI
MSCI is a leading provider of critical decision support tools and services for the global investment community. With over 50 years of
expertise in research, data and technology, we power better investment decisions by enabling clients to understand and analyze key
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To learn more, please visit www.msci.com.
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